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1 Introduction

Researchers designing robots that can perform non-
trivial behaviors in real-world environments are faced
with a problem. There is a growing consensus that
machines for several highly desirable applications, es-
pecially visually guided navigation and manipulation,
must incorporate mechanisms peculiar to their func-
tion, and must interact with the world in order to de-
rive the necessary information. This behavioral/active
vision paradigm has been the subject of numerous re-
cent papers, and several conferences. Basically, the
philosophy holds that if a machine is going to work
in a real world, you have to build and test it in that
real world. Moreover, most of the intellectual effort
required to produce such a machine revolves around
the specific real-world interactions in which the ma-
chine must be involved. Working with sophisticated,
physical manipulators or navigators however, is an ex-
tremely expensive, time-consuming, and in some ways
hazardous process. Unlike pure software development,
an error in an algorithm running a physical machine
can result in thousands of dollars of damage and weeks
of delay, not to mention the possibility of personal in-
jury. And yet because of the complexity of real-world
environments, physical hardware has typically been in-
volved at relatively early, error prone phases of system
development. Furthermore, controlling machinery in
the real world requires dealing with real-time inter-
actions among multiple complex computational pro-
cesses. Design and testing of such real-time parallel
systems is a major issue in itself. The consequent risk,
complexity, and expense has limited development of
non-trivial visually controlled machines to a few well-
funded institutions, and even there development has
been slow.

There may, however, be a way out. We believe that
recent developments in sophisticated simulation tech-
nology in two specific areas have crossed a threshold

that will allow their use to enormously speed up the de-
sign phase for complex, real-world robotic mechanisms.
The two technologies are simulation of sensory inter-
action with physical environments popularly known as
virtual reality, and sophisticated simulation of complex
parallel algorithms at the level of individual messages
and memory accesses. The first technology provides
tools that can facilitate the design and testing of the
entire software control interface, including low and in-
termediate level vision, prior to invoking real physi-
cal devices and environments. The second provides
tools to address the performance and low-level real-
time problems of interacting processes.

We are currently building a laboratory that will al-
low us to use these new simulation technologies in the
design of visually controlled robots. A primary goal of
the project is to produce exportable protocols for spec-
ifying simulated development environments. Such pro-
tocols will ultimately permit projects in which many
institutions can participate in the development of con-
trol software for a particular application without nec-
essarily having all the hardware components in house.

The laboratory breaks logically into two halves,
each with two components (See Figure 1). The first
half is the real-world end, which can be divided into the
robot hardware (effectors and sensors), and the com-
putational machinery running the control algorithms.
Since making such hardware perform interesting oper-
ations is the end goal, it is essential to have some real
system on which to demonstrate the technology if the
claim of a useful rapid prototyping environment is to
be believable. The second half constitutes the simula-
tion machinery, again in two pieces. The first piece is
the computational machinery for maintaining a virtual
world; models of sensors, effectors, and their interac-
tion with an environment. The machinery is configured
so that the computational engines running the robot
control algorithms can be transparently swapped from
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the real world devices to the virtual ones. The sec-
ond piece is machinery for simulating and analyzing
the control algorithms at a system level, where all the
complexities of tinting and interaction of the various in-
teracting subsystems can be instrumented and tracked.
This simulator is configured so it can be swapped for
the actual control computers in the case of interaction
with the virtual world. Since interaction with the vir-
tual world, unlike the real one, can be slowed down
arbitrarily, the control system can be simulated and
analyzed at any desired level of detail.

1.1 Use of VR Simulation

As popularly conceived, virtual reality supplies im-
agery and sometimes other sensory data to an active
human agent in such a way that the data received is
consistent with activity performed in a model world.
That’s the virtual part. The reality part is that the
virtual world is modeled after the real world in such
a way that the existing sensory/motor skills and re-
flexes of human agent function as expected. The con-
ventional promise of this technology is that a human
operator can now use complex skills previously learned
for dealing with the world, for interacting in a sophis-
ticated way with information stored in an externally
manipulable format. An architect might interactively
explore a design, or a biologist a protein.

The virtual reality part of the proposal is to close
the loop and replace the human agent in a virtual real-
ity system with the controller for a machine under de-
velopment. The output data from the world simulator
would replace input to the robot controller from actual
cameras and other sensors, and the outputs from the
robot controller replace the human inputs to the vir-
tual reality simulator. The virtual world can then be
manipulated to test various aspects of the robot con-
trol system early in its development, and the control
algorithms can be adjusted for good performance un-
der specified conditions, all without risking damage to
people or property, or lugging heavy objects around to
configure a room.

Simulation for control algorithm development is
not, of course, a new idea. In the field of visual con-
trol however, the correlation between success in simu-
lation and success in the field has been low. The rea-
son for the failure is not that there is any fundamental
problem with developing in simulation- it has been
successfully used in other fields - but rather that the
simulations have not been sufficiently sophisticated to
capture those aspects of the world that cause difficulty
for visual control algorithms. We believe that real-time
graphical technology, as exemplified by virtual reality
applications has reached a level where it can provide

simulation at the appropriate level for visual algorithm
development. The crux of the argument is this. Since
many of the tasks we want robots to perform are based
on human abilities, the attributes of the virtual world
simulation that make it believable to a human agent
in the loop are the same ones that are important to
simulate for a robot that is to perform the same task.

Testing of control architectures in a virtual envi-
ronment has a number of advantages. One of the most
important is the potential to speed up the initial de-
sign/test cycle, by allowing rapid reconfiguration of the
environment, physical mechanism, and controller. In
particular, reconfiguring the physical mechanism and
the environment, which can be expensive and time con-
suming in the real world, could occur with the touch of
a button in a virtual environment, especially if stan-
dard test environments exist. Virtual environments
would also allow novel control approaches to be tried
without elaborate safety precautions, novel mechanical
devices to be tried without building them, and novel
environments (e.g. low gravity, underwater, foggy,
etc.) to be explored without actually having to cre-
ate them physically.

Use of a virtual environment simplifies the collec-
tion of statistics on performance versus control algo-
rithm, mechanism, or environment. In fact, testing
can be made more rigorous and repeatable, since a
test scenario can be re-run exactly. Finally, a virtual
test facility permits portable standard environments.
Since the world is in software, anyone can try out their
algorithms in it given the electronic hardware to run
the simulation. In the long run this will be cheaper
than large mechanisms. This would allow, for the first
time, real comparative evaluation of complex control
systems.

1.2 Use of Control Simulation

The development and testing of control systems that
depend on many separate interdependent processes
that must interlock in real time is a very difficult prob-
lem. Debugging and instrumentation of such systems
is aggravated by the fact that for a system running in
the real world, it can be very difficult to find errors
since putting the system in a state where errors are
likely to occur involves risk to the equipment. When
an error does occur, it may prove impossible to ever
exactly duplicate the conditions that caused it. More-
over, instrumenting a real-time system in order to track
exactly what is occurring can change the low-level in-
teractions, altering the effect of true errors in the sys-
tem, and possibly introducing spurious ones.

The virtual world simulation interface can make it
easier to find and reproduce error conditions, by al-
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lowing risk-free search of the operation space, and by
permitting the exact duplication of an initiating con-
dition. Finding the cause of an error however, may
still be problematical since instrumentation of the con-
troller can change its behavior. In order to track this
down, we need a second level of simulation. Replacing
the controller by a system level simulation of the sys-
tem around the point of difficulty, allows an arbitrary
degree of instrumentation. Since the controller is no
longer tied to real real-time, but only to the pseudo
real-time of the world simulation, which can be appro-
priately lock-stepped, such a system simulation can be
carried out. We are currently leveraging our consid-
erable experience in carrying out low-level simulations
of parallel systems to produce instrumentation and de-
velopment tools for complex real-time control systems
needed by sophisticated sensori-motor devices.

Including control-level simulation in the develop-
ment environment thus conveys a number of additional
advantages. First, it allows analysis of complex soft-
ware interactions in integrated, real-time systems. Sec-
ond, it provides, in conjunction with virtual reality
simulation, a powerful tool for debugging integrated
control systems. Finally, it provides a method of in-
strumenting real-time parallel systems that does not
affect system performance.

2 Laboratory Configuration

The Computer Vision Lab at the University of
Rochester has been developing an integrated environ-
ment for rapid prototyping of robotic systems in line
with the ideas introduced above. Developing complex
systems that interact in the real world requires in-
frastructure for both simulation and experimentation.
In particular, such an environment requires computa-
tional and graphical hardware resources to create and
maintain a virtual world, computational resources for
detailed simulation of control algorithms, robot hard-
ware that admits real-time sensory modulated control,
and parallel processing hardware for managing multi-
ple physical devices in a real-world environment and
performing fast, concurrent analysis of sensory data.
This section describes the current state of the labora-
tory, and planned enhancements

2.1 Existing Infrastructure

The current environment has been created by forg-
ing links between previously developed components,
namely the department’s Vision and Robotics Labo-
ratory, the Virtual Reality (VR) Laboratory, and the
multiprocessors used for parallel systems research and
as the central computing resources in the vision and

robotics lab. These components provide a foundation
for the autonomous systems, virtual reality, and sys-
tems simulation components of the prototyping envi-
ronment, respectively. The vision-robotics and VR lab-
oratories occupy adjacent space and are designed to
support research on anthropomorphic robotic systems,
human-machine interaction, and human performance.
(See Figure 2).

The vision-robotics lab contains many of the phys-
ical devices on which our autonomous system proto-
types will ultimately run. It currently consists of the
following components:

1. Two binocular heads containing movable cam-
eras for visual input.

2. A 16 degree-of-freedom Utah dextrous manipu-
lator (i.e., hand).

3. Two PUMA robot arms that can support and
move the head and hand.

4. ExOS, and Flock of Birds devices for digitizing
hand and joint positions (human and robotic)
and teleoperation research.

5. A previous-generation MaxVideo special-purpose
pipeline parallel processor for high-bandwidth,
low-level vision processing.

6. New-generation MaxVideo pipelines (Max200).

7. Two general-purpose parallel computers (an 8-
node SPARCCenter 2000 and a 12-node Silicon
Graphics multiprocessor).

In its default configuration, the current head has
two movable color CCD television cameras and a fixed
color camera providing input to a MaxVideo pipelined
image-processing system. One motor controls the tilt
angle of the two-eye platform, and separate motors
control each camera’s pan angle, providing indepen-
dent vergence control. A new head, developed in col-
laboration with several other Univerities and TRC Inc.
under the auspices of the National Science Foundation
is currently being integrated into the system.

The Utah Hand is a four-fingered, 16-DOF, tendon-
driven, pneumatically-actuated manipulator that al-
lows us to do sophisticated manipulation. It is driven
either by a node in the SPARCCenter or a single
SPARCstation. The hand is maneuvered by either
a PUMA761 or PUMA760 six degree-of-freedom arm;
each has a two-meter radius workspace and a top speed
of about one meter/second. The hand and head are
shown in Figure 3.

The MaxVideo pipelined image-processing system
consists of several independent capabilities, which can
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Figure 3: The Rochester Head and Utah Hand.

be flexibly linked together to provide a wide range
of frame-rate image analysis capabilities. These ca-
pabilities are implemented by separate boards in the
previous generation of MaxVideo systems, and are in-
tegrated on one board in the newer Max200. The
MaxVideo boards are connected by a VMEBus to Sun
SPARCstations, SPARC2000, and the SGI multipro-
cessor.

An important feature of our laboratory is the capa-
bility to use a multiprocessor as the central computing
resource and host. The main multiprocessor resource
for use in the robotics and vision lab is an 8-processor
SPARCCenter 2000, but a 12-processor SGI Challenge
Series machine, with digitizing and framestore capa-
bilities, is also used (in conjunction with the Ethernet
and a SPARCstation) for sensori-motor control.

The Virtual Reality (VR) Lab is designed around
an Applied Sciences Laboratory head-mounted eye
tracker. The VR lab contains the following compo-
nents:

1. An SGI Reality Engine, with VGX graphics
hardware, for graphics and virtual reality gen-
eration.

2. A binocular virtual reality helmet, specially mod-
ified to include eye-tracking capabilities inside
the helmet.

3. A head-mounted eye-tracking device (including
A Flock of Birds sensors for head and hand po-
sition). It can track eye movements in head co-
ordinates, and in conjunction with the Flock of

Birds head position sensor it can quantitatively
track gaze directions in LAB coordinates.

4. An instrumented "car" (on a go-kart frame) with
outputs from the steering wheel, accelerator, and
brake position.

5. High-quality 8mm editing tape deck for recording
eye-movement data.

The Silicon Graphics Virtual Reality Engine and
host is a cornerstone of the prototyping laboratory.
This hardware permits real-time generation of tex-
ture mapped visual scenes that we believe are real-
istic enough, in terms of qualities that typically cause
problems for vision systems, to provide a serious test
for software that is expecting "real" visual input.

The human hand-eye equipment consists of an eye-
movement recording system and a magnetic sensing
system to record both head and hand position in con-
junction with eye position. These recordings, together
with addition structure for experiment control, are in-
tegrated by a comprehensive software system that we
have developed. The observer’s eye movements are
recorded with a head-mounted, IR-sensitive, corneal
reflection, pupil-center system manufactured by Ap-
plied Sciences Laboratory. The observer’s head and
hand movements are recorded by Polhemus analysis
system magnetic sensors attached to various body loca-
tions to provide simultaneous position and orientation
information at up to three independent locations in
real-time with a positional accuracy of approximately
one millimeter.

The driving simulator uses a Go-kart frame that
has the brake, accelerator, and steering coupled to a
Silicon Graphics computer. The SGI machine inter-
prets the driving instructions in the context of a model
cityscape. The subject views the display through a Vir-
tual Research helmet. This helmet projects a stereo
image via a head-mounted Virtual Research binocular
LCD TV system capable of generating stereo images
over a 45-degree field-of-view. The interfacing software
has the capability of being updated by the driving con-
trols in real-time.

2.2 Future Modifications

The current configuration is underpowered in certain
computational resources. As was pointed out in the
introduction, the whole enterprise is computationally
driven, and a major reason this sort of development en-
vironment has not been produced in the past is that ad-
equate computational hardware has only now become
available at reasonable cost. Consequently, we intend
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upgrade the underlying computational hardware as en-
hancements become available. Certain of the existing
hardware components are based on antiquated tech-
nology, which does not lend itself to real-time sensory
driven control. We consequently plan to replace these
devices. Funding for these upgrades has already been
procured through an NSF infrastructure grant.

In more detail, in the next year or two, we plan
to upgrade the systems simulation engine, an SGI
Challenge series multiprocessor from a 12-node ma-
chine with 100Mhz processors to a 20-node machine
with 150Mhz processors. We also plan to upgrade the
SPARCCenter 2000 system, the central multiproces-
sor responsible for the integrated control of the multi-
ple hardware components making up an autonomous
system. This machine currently has eight 40Mhz Su-
perSPARC processors. However, certain experiments,
especially in hand-eye coordination, already stress the
capacity of this machine. Therefore, we ultimately
plan to upgrade or replace this resource.

Sophisticated
visual control requires computationally-intensive oper-
ations, such as high-level feature acquisition and track-
ing, real-time recognition and indexing, and fast stereo.
The MaxVideo hardware in the current lab provides
fast low-level processing, but cannot be used for higher-
level operations. We consequently plan to incorporate
a new machine that will serve as a computational en-
gine for performing real-time intermediate to high-level
vision in various integrated systems. The current best
price/performance ratio for the vision engine is a MAS-
PAR machine, however, the ultimate device has not yet
been determined.

Our ability to position the hand and the head in
our robotics lab is based on the 20-year-old technology
in the PUMA robot arms. These devices were designed
to follow pre-determined trajectories, and the control
architecture is unsuited to closed-loop sensory control.
The current best commercial solution is the SARCOS
Hydraulic Arm system manufactured by ASI. This sys-
tem provides real-time compliant control and force
feedback through the use of a highly efficient hydraulic
actuation system. It also can be hooked to an exoskele-
ton controller, which allows a person to be place in the
loop for training or guiding the system. We are also in-
vestigating several other commercial designs, and plan
to incorporate one or more such systems in the near
future.

Finally, we are planning to construct, in collabora-
tion with the mechanical engineering department, an
autonomous, off-road vehicle that can provide a real-
world analogue to the go-cart simulator we have al-
ready constructed in the virtual world. This will allow
us to perform rigorous tests of the transparent interface

principle.

3 Research Agenda

The infrastructure described above will provide a de-
velopment environment for a large number of research
projects. The individual resources that we have in-
corporated into the overall environment have already
been utilized in a large number of projects, and a sub-
stantial portion of the incentive for developing an inte-
grated simulation environment arose from the demands
of these projects.

In the primary area of development of autonomous
robotic systems, areas of current focus include hand
eye coordination, strategy acquisition in robot navi-
gation, sensory moderated skill learning, Bayesian re-
source allocation for vision, and interactive acquisition
of visual models.

There is also a considerable research agenda ad-
dressing the support technologies. Virtual reality
projects include developing virtual environments for
object search and recognition, a driving simulator for
experimenting with learning control, and human kine-
matic monitoring and sensory feedback for tele-assisted
operation of semi-autonomous systems. Research
projects supporting the systems simulation component
include a general purpose execution-driven simulator
for shared-memory architectures, debugging and per-
formance analysis techniques, and operating system
and run-time library mechanisms.




